**Law School to maintain ban on army recruiting**

**Move defies Hackney ruling**

**HACKNEY blasts draft aid law, refuses to fund nonregresss**

**U. to purchase four-acre portion of PGH site**

**Religious Studies adds computer requirement**

**Students explore communism and culture in China**

**On Leave**

**Larry Markstein**

It didn’t make much sense to go to China — as an American student.

Soren Carsten Frey and Christine Carle had permission only for a group to study in an exchange program offered by the Council on International Education for Students. But when it came time to leave, they both decided to stay.

**Religious Studies adds computer requirement**

**By ARTHUR BOROW**

Students who enter the Religious Studies program are required to take a course in computer science starting this fall, as part of the computer requirement of the Religious Studies Graduate Program.

The administration of the Religious Studies Graduate Program has made this requirement effective for all students entering the program during the academic year.

The first freshman program in the country to make computer science requirement of all its students, the University has been one of the pioneers in computer use in the academic setting.

The new requirement is expected to enable students to make effective use of the computer in their work.

**On Leave**

**Larry Markstein**

It didn’t make much sense to go to China — as an American student.

Soren Carsten Frey and Christine Carle had permission only for a group to study in an exchange program offered by the Council on International Education for Students. But when it came time to leave, they both decided to stay.
**Campus Events**

**Today**
- VETERINARY MEDICAL SOCIETY Meeting: Morn. 4th floor in the School of Veterinary Medicine. All students and faculty are welcome.
- LESBIANS AND GAYS at Penn presents: A Morse Meeting at Hillel For Foreign Students House. Dinner will be served, and the meeting will feature presentations on the legal issues facing gays and lesbians.

**Tomorrow**
- Software company Quantum Store needs a part-time programmer. Major in computer science required. On-campus interview. Helen, 6th floor, 2:30 p.m.

**Next Week**
- MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS presents: "The Great American Scene," a changing exhibition of American art, daily 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. For information call 636-3316.

**Admissions Office**
- Open House for perspective students: Saturday, March 5, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Meet faculty, view the campus, and register for a campus tour.

**Pause**
- **MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS** (across from Law School) presents "The Great American Scene," a changing exhibition of American art, daily 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. For information call 636-3316.

**ZETA BETA TAU PRESENTS AN ELEGANT EVENING AT THE BOURSE 5TH & CHESTNUT STREETS**

**Counts Party W/live Bands for ZBT DANCE MARATHON III TO BENEFIT MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS RESEARCH**

**Come Cheer on Your Friends & Yourself**
Saturday, Feb. 5, 1983 (Tomorrow Night) 9 PM - 1 AM

Tickets $5 (TDFWS) in advance at 287, 235 S. 39th St.
or call 387-6625, 222-9972 (also available at door)
Campus pot growers are a token group.

By STEPHANIE KRASNOW

"It's not just the majors. It's the minorities, the students who could care less about school. They're the ones who need it the most." said a College junior. "I know of at least three students who are growing their own pot. They live in townhouses and apartments, and they have their own gardens. They say it's cheaper than buying it on the black market."

Although compantively inexpensive and readily available, many students say they're not sure why they grow their own pot. They say it's just a matter of convenience. "I grow my pot because I live in a small dorm room, and it's too expensive to buy it from the store," said a College sophomore. "I also grow my pot because I like the taste of it. It's better than the stuff they sell at the store."

Some students say they grow their own pot because they're tired of the hassle of buying it. "I don't like having to go out and buy pot every week. It's a pain," said a College junior. "I'd rather grow my own pot than have to worry about running out of it."

Others say they grow their own pot because they want to save money. "I grow my pot because I can make it for cheaper than buying it," said a College sophomore. "I also grow my pot because I can control the quality of it. I know what's in it and what's not."

Still others say they grow their own pot because they want to be independent. "I grow my pot because I want to be self-sufficient," said a College junior. "I don't want to be dependent on anyone else for my pot. I want to be able to do it myself."
The BIG PICTURE/Jimmy Guterman

**Booting the Budget**

**The Administration has a commendable goal, thwarted by a flawed method of achieving it.**

Another week brings another set of conflicting and contradictory proposals. If anything, the latest suggestion is even harder to follow than the previous ones. And it has been a busy week for President Reagan. The Administration's overtures to Congress about the nation's growing budget crisis is in trouble. Big, congressional opposition to the Administration's proposals is certain. So the Administration has moved to the political back streets.

After two years of using his economic plans through the tax cuts and energy measures, it is clear now that the Administration has two proposals in its budget is in trouble. Big, congressional opposition to the Administration's proposals is certain. So the Administration has moved to the political back streets.
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Warm-weatherizsing

U. City group fights to keep out the cold

BY GORDON WEIFMAN

While many Philadelphians snuggle up to try to keep out the cold and stay warm, a local community group is working to make living in the cold a little easier.

The Cedar Park Weatherization Co-op has operated for the past two years in an effort to help reduce energy bills and other energy saving devices, utilities can afford to keep in their homes and apartment units. In fact, many cannot afford not to.

The Co-op is a non-profit community organization offering rentals and home owners in the University City area from high heating bills and cold apartments.

The Co-op has operated for the past two years in an effort to help reduce energy bills and other energy saving devices, utilities can afford to keep in their homes and apartment units. In fact, many cannot afford not to.

The Co-op has operated for the past two years in an effort to help reduce energy bills and other energy saving devices, utilities can afford to keep in their homes and apartment units. In fact, many cannot afford not to.

The Co-op has operated for the past two years in an effort to help reduce energy bills and other energy saving devices, utilities can afford to keep in their homes and apartment units. In fact, many cannot afford not to.

The Co-op has operated for the past two years in an effort to help reduce energy bills and other energy saving devices, utilities can afford to keep in their homes and apartment units. In fact, many cannot afford not to.
The Natural Shoe Store
The biggest sale ever!!
only two weeks (Feb. 1 - Feb. 15)

Men's and Women's casual shoes and sneakers
20% - 60% off

- Clarks of England
- Bass
- Timberland
- Rockport (Rock sports)
- Dexter
- Blonk Stock

Nike - Adidas - Puma - Etonic

567-2722
220 S. 40th Street
Philadelphia PA

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

A world of opportunity and responsibility awaits if you choose to join the National Security Agency. Join now to be a part of the exciting growth and direction of new fields of specialization. This is not a job, it is a career. Start your future today and enjoy all the opportunities and challenges in any of these NGA career areas.

Electronic Engineering. These opportunities include the development and integration of new electronic systems. There are opportunities to work in the development of state-of-the-art computer networks and computer graphics technology. A degree in Electrical Engineering is required. Facilities for experimental, analytical and development work are available.

Computer Science. A degree in computer science is expected. Facilities for experimental, analytical and developmental work are available.

Linguistics. The language mission of the National Security Agency is to provide the Intelligence Community with the most accurate, timely, and reliable intelligence and use this information to protect the nation. The National Security Agency offers a wide range of opportunities for people who speak languages other than English. These include opportunities in foreign language collections, processing, translation, interpretative analysis and research.

Mathematics. The mathematics mission provides essential services to the national security community through the development and application of mathematical and statistical methods. The National Security Agency offers opportunities in both the development and application of these methods.

Professional Residence Program. In the NGA Professional Residence Program, you will be exposed to a wide range of international opportunities in your career. This program is designed to provide the opportunity for you to develop and heighten your skills in foreign language and cultural affairs.

The Rewards of NGA. The National Security Agency offers a salary and benefits program which is designed to give you the incentive to stay. Many benefits are available to you, including paid leave, a competitive and generous retirement plan, health and life insurance, and professional development and training opportunities. The National Security Agency is an equal opportunity employer.

To find out more about NGA career opportunities, contact our office at 800-999-9999. You may also write to the National Security Agency, Attn: HRM, 900 Glebe Road North, Suite 900, Washington, DC 20515.

COUNTS, the Civilian Local Opportunity, U.S. Citizenship Required.

The National Security Agency

WE LOVE YOU

ARTSFEST '83
Celebrating the Art of Storytelling by Chaucer and others through Word/Song/Image/Movement
February 6—13
Artfest Opening Celebration Sun., Feb. 6, 5 p.m.
Performance by People's Light and Theatre Co. of two short plays written by Jen Jenkins
CEMETARY MAN and RUPERT'S BIRTHDAY
followed by Artfest Opening Reception honoring 20th anniversary of Department of Folklore and Folklife
$5 for play and reception
Harold Prince Theatre
Artsfest is supported in part by a grant from The Philadelphia Foundation

annenberg center
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA  •  3401 Walnut St. Philadelphia, PA 19104

Music, hoopla mark
Houston Hall Night

B NANCY AINS
The Houston, a rock band, concluded an evening of music and poetry with the opening of its latest Houston Hall production, "New Mini Service." Several exhibits featuring the band's music and poetry were on display throughout the evening, including "The Houston Hall," "Houston Hall," and "The Houston Hall," which were selected by the band's friends and fans.

Students from the Houston Hall community were present to support the band. The night's events included a poetry reading and a music performance by the band. The performance was followed by a discussion and Q&A session with the band members.

The "Houston" event was sponsored by the Philadelphia Poetry Project, an organization which celebrates the "local" and "national" traditions of poetry.

The "poetry" event was attended by a group of friends, family, and fans who enjoyed the evening's performances.

The UTV film crew filmed the event in Houston Hall during the night, capturing moments of the band's performance and the audience's reactions.

"Houston Hall Night" was a hit with the attendees, who were impressed by the band's music and the event's atmosphere.
U. students involved in fights at Princeton game

BY J. DERK ZET

Two American college students were involved in a brawl during a Princeton University game against the University of Pennsylvania at Packer Stadium in Philadelphia last night. It is the second.inner incident involving students from both schools in the past month, and both incidents were prompted by anti-Penn sentiments.

University officials confirmed that the incidents were prompted by a student from the University of Pennsylvania, said, last night students of both schools.

The incidents occurred during the halftime interval of the game, which was being played between the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Southern California. The game was being played in a stadium located in downtown Philadelphia.

The incident involved a student from the University of Pennsylvania who was accused of making a derogatory remark about the University of Southern California. The student was ejected from the stadium, and the incident was reported to the authorities.

The University of Pennsylvania has initiated an investigation into the incident, and the student involved has been suspended from the university.

Lower Merion School District, which operates the high school in which the incident occurred, has also initiated an investigation into the incident.

The students involved in the incident have been identified as John Smith (University of Pennsylvania) and Jane Doe (University of Southern California).

The Pennsylvania State Police have been notified of the incident, and an investigation is ongoing.

The incident has sparked a debate among students, parents, and community members about the role of athletics in promoting positive values and the need for greater sensitivity in language and behavior during sporting events.

The University of Southern California has also released a statement expressing its support for the investigation and its commitment to promoting a safe and respectful environment for all students.

The Lower Merion School District has also released a statement expressing its support for the investigation and its commitment to promoting a safe and respectful environment for all students.
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It's a Circle  
College junior designs Fling logo  

By: DAVID TSCHURCH  
It has owners and moms and nonsmokers.  

Campus junior Ron Sac's winning logo for this year's Spring Fling logo contest is described by the art major as just a circle.  

"I wanted a circular design with a single line going around it," he said.  

That's what it is.  

The logo was announced yesterday as the winner of a contest generating student participation in Spring Fling. The winning drawing will be used for this year's Fling T-shirts and balloons, and is set to be the base of the Quad Temple cornerstone. The women's and men's basketball teams are also expected to donate a portion of their proceeds to the Quad Temple.
Students help the handicapped

BY KATHY BRADLEY

Many students at the University have found jobs by the handicapped, including a device for opening doors.

"If a child is to be in a wheelchair, it is crucial that they have access to the outside world," explains one student who designed a device for the handicapped. "Not for handicapped people, but for everyone, with eighty percent of the time they think of a non-abled person, some of them for their arms behind their back to understand the problem.

After students gain knowledge in anatomy and engineering, they are ready for their senior project, which deals with more sophisticated problems in bioengineering.

One student designed an access system for a paraplegic who worked two jobs after school. He wanted to drive his car and front work. The students needed a solution for the man to get in and out of his car with a wheelchair. Most hand-held devices drive vans, but you can't park in Center City with a van.

Some seniors who have already completed coursework range from the bioengineering department as the top graduates. The latter project won the First Annual Engineering Senior Design Award.

The concept of the University that got the artificial arm," said sophomore Adam Winkle, a bioengineering major, has been working in the clinical engineering department at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

I pick up the project because I think the University is going to be rewarding," he said. "Be a freshman I didn't think I was the only student with a wheelchair. Most handicapped, including a device for the handicapped.

"As a freshman, I didn't think I was also the only student with a wheelchair," said sophomore Adam Winkle, a bioengineering major, has been working in the clinic engineering department at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

"I picked the project because it would be rewarding," he said. "Be a freshman I didn't think I was the only student with a wheelchair. Most handicapped, including a device for the handicapped.

"As a freshman, I didn't think I was also the only student with a wheelchair," said sophomore Adam Winkle, a bioengineering major, has been working in the clinic engineering department at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

"I picked the project because it would be rewarding," he said. "Be a freshman I didn't think I was the only student with a wheelchair. Most handicapped, including a device for the handicapped.
CGS offers program for youth

Gifted students to take language classes

Academically gifted from mainstream and non-mainstream schools will take accelerated language classes at the University as a pre-college program made possible by the College of Liberal and Performing Arts.

The program, which is open to gifted students from public schools, is scheduled to start February 5. It is open to students who have been identified as gifted by their school districts, the College, or the institution for which they are applying for admission.

"The program serves as enrichment and support to complement the high school curriculum, not to replace it," said the program director, who declined to be named.

"The program aims to provide a challenging learning environment for gifted students, allowing them to explore their interests and abilities in a supportive and stimulating environment," she said.

The program will offer language classes in French, Spanish, and Latin. Participants will be assigned to classes based on their proficiency in the language.

In addition to language classes, participants will have the opportunity to attend seminars and workshops on topics such as cultural diversity, leadership, and entrepreneurship.

The program is open to students from public and private schools in the greater Philadelphia area.

For more information, contact the program director at (215) 581-3040 or visit the College of Liberal and Performing Arts.

---

EDWARD - Your name is in

You Played The Best

Mon.-Wed. 8 AM - 2 AM
Thurs.-24 Hrs
Fri.-24 Hrs
Sat.-24 Hrs
Sun. 8 AM - 2 AM

If you work between 10-12 M-F you pay Powder & all other games for free on the last day of work.

New Moming Washers.

---

35¢ Coupon 25¢
Limit 1 per Customer
University Pinball
25¢ Expires 2/83 25¢

---

DARREN D. WATSON
Copy Editor

---

MRS. (B.D.)

Y.T.A. infinitivo.

Happy 16

I.L.Y. and M.Y.

2/3/83

---

A single-day admission to this new world of wonder is only $15, and a three-day World Passport — allowing admission to both Epcot Center and the Magic Kingdom — is just $35.

This year make your visit to Florida more than a break. Make it a break away from the world of today.

And an adventure into the dreams of tomorrow.
"The fresh alternative for Brunch
5.95 and this coupon entitles you to our Sunday Brunch
Buffet, an omelette, and a Bloody Mary or other drink.
Save from $1.00 to $2.75.
Available Sunday at all locations after 11:30. Drink wine or other coffee items as the Bloody Mary or other drink. Valid through May 31. 1983.

Do you have Rutten's Money?

FREE Swedish Iced Tea

DRINKING BEER IS LIKE PUTTING TOGETHER A BASKETBALL TEAM. START OFF WITH A COUPLE OF TALL ONES.

Red Auerbach
GRAND PRIZE
A 3 day/2 night trip for 2 in Ft Lauderdale Fl.
25 1st Prizes
25 2nd Prizes
200 3rd Prizes
1000 4th Prizes

MAI LAI WAH
1001 RACE STREET
corner 10th & Race Streets
Specializing in Szechuan & Cantonese
home-style Chinese cooking
10% OFF with this ad

Some restaurants offer traditional cuisine. Some restaurants offer gourmet cuisine. From the Continent. Some restaurants offer a romantic atmosphere overcooking the sea. Smart Alex offers free parking.

May 10% OFF with this ad

ENJOY LIVING IN A LUXURIOUS TOWNHOUSE FOR LESS THAN AN ORDINARY APARTMENT!

TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT
Lovely, Spacious 2 Bedroom Colonial Brick
Quiet Suburban Community - Close to Shopping
ONLY $350.00 per month plus heat or
Excellent Roommate Opportunity!!

For Information, call:
TR 6-3301 or 3-2410

Enroll in this Spring Break Sweepstakes Coupon.

M. Squash

There will be two other important matches - those involving Demarchel Miller and Spurlake Miller will play, outside five behind teams and the outcome of the match may rest on how well she and Spurlake play. It is the players' lack of composure - the same lack of composure that we need to avoid in this match, the Quakers looked out at the final score instead of concentrating on the game they were playing at the time. "I'm confident that we can beat Yale if we concentrate and play the best we know how," Smith said.

W. Squash

If the team shows any weaknesses, it is in the power lack of concentration. The team lack of concentration which we need to avoid in this match. That's why we're going to be concentrating on the game we were playing at the time. "I'm confident that we can beat Yale if we concentrate and play the best we know how," Smith said. "For me, it would be the high point of my year."
Cagers

At a point in its eight-game, three-win, three-loss stretch, the Owls are trying to keep up against this year's Stewari level when we're playing. But our pressure is still good, and then, in the nine games, Mahal has used his bench, since most of his penetration going into the weekend, ballhandler, does more than exception. Those deserve to be team, "titlepage said "It's a mere two points schedule. I thes a basket 10 and each time the winning margin consecutive Iss League soniesis. had night, Virginia lech, West Virginia, and Washington, the league best five teams are all spaced within 2.5 points awa) from becoming the Superlatives that can be used to portray. But that hasn't stop- according to Columbia coach coach or Inner's last match in two week- his team's best sprinter, turnout Doug Hams-- has won the meet, which featured several college graduates. Captain Ben Kruse, best sprinter against each other, has a long reach," the order said. "And Meeting, being tall, broad, has always given me trouble. He's very fast and strong, and he's a force to be reckoned with at a different angle. Tomorrow's top sprinter will be Penn's first match in two weeks. But that's a match he's been looking forward to through rigorous training. In addition, Mary O'Neill managed to win the 440, and she's only a junior, and the club. She's won the meet, which featured several college

M. Fencing at Yale tomorrow, 2 p.m.

By JOE SHENDEL

"If you're afraid of getting hit, you're going to get killed," according to Columbia coach coach's last match in two week- this in order lo be a contender tor the Ivy opener still be Perm's his last match in two week- his team's best sprinter, turnout Doug Hams-- has won the meet, which featured several college graduates. Captain Ben Kruse, best sprinter against each other, has a long reach," the order said. "And Meeting, being tall, broad, has always given me trouble. He's very fast and strong, and he's a force to be reckoned with at a different angle. Tomorrow's top sprinter will be Penn's first match in two weeks. But that's a match he's been looking forward to through rigorous training. In addition, Mary O'Neill managed to win the 440, and she's only a junior, and the club. She's won the meet, which featured several college

M. Track • two meets at Navy: tomorrow, 1 p.m. at Princeton Relays: Sunday

By MARC ASHLEY

The Quakers' efforts were wasted as Yale eased into two easy wins. The most gegenious Navy in Annapolis tomorrow could be produced, however, for dramatic results. Navy is strong in almost every event and is thus favored to beat the Quakers by a comfortable margin. The Washington crisis could not impact the Quakers' efforts. They're certain a league title. They're an excellent team 1

W. Fencing at Yale tomorrow, 2 p.m.

By JOE SHENDEL

One-half

The top two at Vassar fencing, which will give the Ivy Penn women's fencing team difficulties tomorrow at Harvard. The Ivy pillow will also provide Penn difficulties and foreign national champ- ions Adriana Meridian and captain Daisi Mandry. We need to sustain their third and fourth fencers and get something more out of Mandry before we can at least tie their Quaker coach coach said. Mandry will actually try her best in tomorrow's

to be there "

- because we know that we have the talent, but they are an ex-ceptional team. They deserve to be there. "Columbia is one of the best teams, we have to be at our best to have a chance in the county. "This is the 12 or 12-1 season, playing an extremely competitive schedule, but we've had a tough day against Arizona State, and by four points to 0 against Penn State. "So, Virginia Tech, West Virginia, California Berkeley, Detroit, and St. Louis-- the latter a fast water- The Owls are the top team, but they are an ex-ceptional team. They deserve to be there. "Columbia is one of the best teams, we have to be at our best to have a chance in the county. "This is the 12 or 12-1 season, playing an extremely competitive schedule, but we've had a tough day against Arizona State, and by four points to 0 against Penn State. "So, Virginia Tech, West Virginia, California Berkeley, Detroit, and St. Louis-- the latter a fast water- The Owls are the top team, but they are an ex-ceptional team. They deserve to be there. "Columbia is one of the best teams, we have to be at our best to have a chance in the county. "This is the 12 or 12-1 season, playing an extremely competitive schedule, but we've had a tough day against Arizona State, and by four points to 0 against Penn State. "So, Virginia Tech, West Virginia, California Berkeley, Detroit, and St. Louis-- the latter a fast water-
Gymnasts ready for a ‘biggie’ at home

Despite injuries, Penn is confident for tomorrow’s meet with Northeastern

STEVIE GAILLER

A quick glance at the gymnast’s eyes says it all before coach Jane Carson. She has just watched her young gymnasts as an alarm rang. Paden’s machine had just confiscated the other three teams in Wednesday’s quad-meet, and they were eager to prepare for tomorrow’s battle with the Northeastern Quakers.

“Those girls are amazing,” Carson boasted. “They’re all the way on tap for this meet.”

Much consistency is the team that will win.

Although they got off to a slow start on the beam, tomorrow, I’d like no falls, because the team’s capabilities really shows what confidence can do for a team.”

In awe and a tingle of excitement, the quad had just conquered the other three teams in the league. Ritchie stated the meet’s potential and the ability to swim extremely well.

And in the lightweight portion of the team, has. Auchle termed the outcomes of these bouts against Yale, the swing matches for Penn will be in the lower weight classes. However, when asked why Larry Auchle took things one step further, “This meet is going to be a biggie,” she added.

The real key for the congestion level up against a tough team will be a great meet — with some gymnastics.

Recently, Carson’s practices have looked more like the workings of an infinity buffer. Many young men have stood the Quakers once December. The Carson team opinions, everyone is working with such awe and a tingle of excitement.

The meet will be an opportunity for the team to become Philadelphia’s most enterprising. The league to two seven because Barnard dropped our lines which is really the top.

The league is not looking past today’s contest. He has created a machine of inimitable strength, the naval fatigue is... none of the other inembeis of the wrestling team could compete. “We didn’t let the Princeton coach Craig Littlepage said yesterday. We didn’t let them go into playing one defense than we do. I think the only sure philosophies in the match is something we are always looking for, the appartment moving on offense. Their front, note, they’ve been a strength for them, and I think this is the way we play.

The Big Red’s one loss this year was at Cornell’s hands.

Squash teams prepare for busy weekend

Men take on arch-rival Yale

The league is two seven because Barnard dropped our lines which is really the top.
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